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► Emergence of Storytelling and Multiple Versions a.k.a “Narratives”

► Listener remembers only underlying story abstraction (Schank et al, ‘72)

► Tailors to new audience ; Impromptu improvisation

► “Favourite elements” e.g characters →  Caesar vs Brutus, Harry Potter vs Snape

► Thus we have 4 Gospels (Matthew-Luke-Mark-John) and 300 Ramayanas 



3Narrative Theory & Aspects of Narrative Style
► Formal analysis of Story and Narrative → Aristotle’s Poetics

► Story → What underlying events were Vs Narrative → How they are told in text

► Narrator can make different choices about how to present the narrative

► Story Order = Chronological order of events in actual, underlying story 

► Many Aspects of Narrative Style a.k.a Elements of Narrativity (Genette, 1983)

► First Person vs Third Person Narrator

► Omnipresent Narrator vs Character-as-Narrator

► Temporality or Narrative Order = Order of presenting events in the text
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5NAREOR: Motivation and Introduction
► Many implicit inferences can be drawn at different points in a text depending on 

how it is structured that can critically impact the text's evolving interpretation and 

meaning in the reader’s mind. 

► Reordering a narrative → Alters these temporal, causal, event-based, and other 

inferences readers can draw from it → Sequence and ease of interpretation, 

interestingness, suspense, counterfactual thought process

► We propose the task of Narrative Reordering a.k.a NAREOR:

► Rewrite a given linear narrative S → A different, target narrative order 𝚷i’

► Preserve plot and all other elements of the underlying story



6NAREOR: Motivation and Introduction
► Many narrative orders10,11:

► Linear: narrates events in chronological sequence

► In media res: starts with events in the middle, goes back to the start, then to the end

► Changing to more “interesting” orders is prevalent in cinema and entertainment

► The Imitation Game, The Iliad, Citizen Kane (In medias res - “in the middle”)

► Memento (Retrograde – reverse of linear)

► Naked Lunch (Syllepsis – lacking chronological logic)

► 500 Days of Summer (Syllepsis)

► Many, many more examples…



7NAREOR: Illustrated Example
Target Narrative Order

Original 
Story/Narrative Reordered 

Story/Narrative

O dear! 
Seems like 
one or both of 
his parents 
just died

Or is it 
both?

Hope Tom 
gets it soon 
enough!



8NAREOR: Illustrated Example
Target Narrative Order

Original 
Story/Narrative Reordered 

Story/Narrative

O dear! 
Seems like 
one or both of 
his parents 
just died

Or is it 
both?

Hope Tom 
gets it soon 
enough!

Initial Reader   
Inferences

Later Reader   
Inferences



9NAREOR: Challenges
► Critical and pinpointed edits to maintain plot and ensure valid story

► Rewritten text must be adjusted to handle coreference, tense, timexes , ellipsis, 

cross-sentence event arguments ….

► Challenging controllable text generation task since:

1. Control variable (target order) → Many-valued (n!-1) and Complex

2. Invariant of faithfulness (plot preservation) ↔ Strong understanding of story 

event order, characters, interactions, etc.

3. Extra-sentential and discourse sensitive: Generating a full, coherent story and 

learning several types of discourse dependencies



10NAREOR: Contributions & Outline
► Curate a dataset, NAREORC, with human rewritings of stories within ROCStories in 

non-linear orders, and conduct a detailed analysis of it

► Propose novel task-specific training methods with suitable evaluation metrics 

► Experiments on NAREORC using SOTA generators (GPT2, BART, T5) 

► Thorough Automatic and Human evaluation; Qualitative Analysis

► Discussion on Applications; mini-experiments for 2 downstream Applications



11NAREORC Dataset
► ROCStories Corpus (Mostafazadeh, ‘17): ~98K 5-sentence stories

► Assigning 𝚷i’ → Sample 3 non-identity permutations → Pick lowest Kendall one 

► Annotations for 1K stories → 600 trainSup, 200 devSup, 200 testSup

► 95161 trainUnsup, 1671 devUnSup, 1671 testUnsup → Retained for unsupervised learning 



12NAREORC Dataset



13NAREORC : Examples & Change Type Stats



14NAREOR: Models
► Base Architectures → GPT2, BART, T5

► GPT2 → Sequential Language model 

          (No Separate Encoder for Input)

► BART, T5 → Sequence2Sequence model 

(Encoder for Input & Decoder for Output)

► Can’t simply do prompt-continuation finetuning → Need a way to control for 𝚷i’



15NAREOR: Models
► Base Architectures → GPT2, BART, T5

► GPT2 → Sequential Language model 

          (No Separate Encoder for Input)

► BART, T5 → Sequence2Sequence model 

(Encoder for Input & Decoder for Output)

► Can’t simply do P(S’|S) finetuning → Need a way to input and control for 𝚷i’



16Models - NAR-reorder a.k.a NAR-r
► Encode 𝚷i’ using special lettered tags

    

► Separate out coreference chains 

► Train in inverse direction  S’naive + 𝚷i’
-1-->  S for Stage 1 Unsupervised Training 

► Train in typical direction S + 𝚷i’  → S’ for Stage 2 Supervised Training



17Models - NAR-denoise a.k.a NAR-d
► Naively reorder S → S’naive as per 𝚷i’ first

► Model has to simply rewrite sentences to preserve plot → Relieved of responsibility 

of reordering

► For Stage 1 Unsupervised Training, we lack actual target narratives S’ 

► How do we get over this? Use a Denoising setup!

► Create pseudo-target narratives S’ by randomly deleting and swapping tokens

► Train model to reconstruct original story narrative S as target

► Stage 2 Supevised Training: S’naive →  S’ 



18Metrics
► Reference Matching: BLEU, METEOR and BERTScore

► How do we know if rewritten target narratives actually follow specified order?

► Desired: A “sanity check” metric

► Target Order Fidelity a.k.a TOF

► Let 𝚷i’(K) = J (Kth sentence in target narrative comes from Jth in original)

► Rewritten sentence at position K in target narrative should be largely similar 

to original sentence at position J, barring few edits to adjust to altered 

narrative order → Eval using BLEU, METEOR etc



19Automatic Evaluation Results

► T5-d-2S best model across the board on matching the reference 

► Two stage models better than one stage counterparts

► BART-* and T5-* models have high TOF, even higher than Human → This is in part an effect 

of them being more conservative with edits (as we’ll see), and illustrates why TOF should 

only be used as a sanity check metric and not be optimized towards



20Human Evaluation Results

► T5-r-2S seems to be the best model across the board.

► T5-d-2S is the most plot-preserving

► Overall, all BART-* and T5-* variants are mutually comparable and reasonable on all four metrics, 

and comprehensively outperform GPT2-* variants, while narrowly trailing Human.

► Differences b/w BART+T5 and GPT2 → The first two are encoder-decoder, while the latter is just 

sequential  



21Qualitative Analysis - I

► All models able to resolve the two “he”s correctly to their named mention as the sentence 

moves to first position → He told him that he was lost to Jimmy told a/the policeman that 

he was lost

► BART-d adept at tense changes → Introduces “had come”, “had been”

► Hallucinations still a significant concern → BART-r dreams up “his wallet”, T5-r 

dreams up “if he had a soda”. This alters the underlying plot



22Qualitative Analysis - II

► GPT2-* seems more aggressive with rewriting than T5-* and BART-* - but hallucinates (the 

bird liked Fred, and then did not like him) & misattributes roles (Fred woke up the bird for 

work) considerably more

► T5-d: enjoyed → had enjoyed ✔ since “bird no longer sang” is now prior info

► T5-d: Timex “After a while” to beginning of last output sentence ✔ Valid 

alternative to doing began → had begun (Choice taken by BART-r)



23Encoder-Decoder vs Simple Sequential - Why the 
former might be better 

► T5-r-2S seems to be the best model across the board.

► T5-d-2S is the most plot-preserving

► Overall, all BART-* and T5-* variants are mutually comparable and reasonable on all four metrics, 

and comprehensively outperform GPT2-* variants, while narrowly trailing Human.

► Differences b/w BART+T5 and GPT2 → The first two are encoder-decoder, while the latter is just 

sequential  



24Qualitative Analysis - Takeaways
► BART and T5 make minimal but precise edits, especially for specific grammatical 

phenomena like tense, ellipsis etc.

► Human rewritings  are much more aggressive than BART and T5, though free of 

hallucinations.

► GPT2 is less conservative than BART and T5, but hallucinates wildly.

► GPT2 also suffers from repetition; overall poor plot preservation compared to BART 

and T5.



25Applications
► We investigate 2 applications of NAREOR: 

► Generation of more “interesting” variants of stories

► Serving as adversarial sets for temporal/event-based tasks 

► Other exciting possibilities, such as

► Pedagogical setups related to language skills like essay writing

► Applications to medicine involving clinical narratives (Reduce suspense)

► Document/story-level data augmentation for multi-sentence tasks



26Application I : Interestingness
► How interesting are stories rewritten as per target narrative orders compared to 

original stories? We ask annotators to answer on 1-5 → 3 = equivalent

► Both Human and all model variants BART-* and T5-* models generate more 

interesting stories than the original.

► T5-d and BART-r are considerably better than their architectural siblings.



27Application II :Challenge Set for Temporal Tasks?

► Drastic Performance Drop from Control → Challenge

► For both externally trained model Mext and in-domain trained Miid 

► Across all 4 metrics

► NAREOR reordered stories indeed a strong Challenge set for Sentence ordering!



28Conclusions
► Proposed NAREOR and Curated NAREORC.

► Proposed novel, task-specific training atop SOTA generators, and devise suitable 

evaluation metrics. 

► Though our models perform decently on both auto and human evaluation, 

NAREOR is a challenging task with potential for further exploration.



29Future Work
► Exploring other aspects of narrative style similarly

► First person vs Third person Narrator, Omnipresent vs Character-as Narrator

► Character and Story Element Focus 

► Learning to generate draw on-the-fly inferences to estimate interestingness.

► Using NAREOR for document-level data augmentation.



30Check Out Other Works From Our Stable!
► On Data Augmentation:

► Genaug: Data augmentation for finetuning text generators (EMNLP’20 WS)

► Keep calm and switch on! preserving sentiment and fluency in semantic text exchange (EMNLP ‘19)

► A survey of data augmentation approaches for NLP (Findings of ACL ‘21)

► Improving Automated Evaluation of Dialog via Diverse Reference Augmentation (Findings of ACL ‘21)

► NL-Augmenter: A Framework for Task-Sensitive Natural Language Augmentation (Preprint)

► On Generative Common Reasoning:

► SAPPHIRE: Approaches for Enhanced Concept-to-Text Generation (INLG ‘21)

► Retrieve, Caption, Generate: Visual Grounding for Enhancing Commonsense in Text Generation 

Models (Also at AAAI’22!)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.01794
https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.00088
https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.03075
https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.02833
https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.02721
https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.06643
https://arxiv.org/abs/2109.03892
https://arxiv.org/abs/2109.03892


That’s all Folks!



32Qualitative Analysis - III

►  BART and T5 models all resolve the Disneyland ellipsis by converting Joey had a great 

time to Joey had a great time at Disneyland, while GPT2-d cannot.

► GPT2-r  repeats Joey’s excitement many times, while hallucinating a roller coaster 

that was absent in the original story.

► T5-d: Timex “After a while” to beginning of last output sentence ✔ Valid 

alternative to doing began → had begun (Choice taken by BART-r)



33Human Evaluation



34NAREOR: Models
► Base Architectures → GPT2, BART, T5

► Can’t simply do prompt-continuation finetuning → Need a way to control for 𝚷i’

► Two simple ways to do this:

► Encode 𝚷i’ using special lettered tags

► Naively reorder sentences as per  → Pass to the model for actually rewriting in 

plot-preserving fashion

► Supervised data is scarce - Stage 1 Unsupervised training and Stage 2 Supervised 

training for all models



35Human Evaluation
► Two studies to together evaluate outputs on 4 aspects

► Study 1: Asks annotators to rate stories for fluency, coherence and logical plausibility on a 

1-5 scale

► Study 2: Compare rewritten target narratives ↔ original story narratives → Is the plot 

preserved?



36Application II :Challenge Set for Temporal Tasks?

► Sentence Ordering Task: Given unordered set of sentences, predict their original 

discourse order. 

► Intuition: Non-linear narratives underrepresented in training sets → Test set with all 

non-linear narratives = distributional shift.

► Control: Original stories S vs Challenge: Human-rewritten target narratives S’

► Two models 

► Mext : Trained on large external SIS dataset

► Miid : Trained on ROCStories = original stories S from the NAREORC train split



37Application I : Interestingness
► How interesting are stories rewritten as per target narrative orders compared to 

original stories? We ask annotators to answer on 1-5 → 3 = equivalent

► Note that we’re simply evaluating with randomly chosen non-linear 𝚷i’

here → Carefully chosen 𝚷i’ could potentially be even more interesting! 

► Both human and model rewritten stories are evaluated. 


